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a b s t r a c t
3D Stacked IC (3D-SIC) technology is becoming increasingly popular due to its improved design density
and performance. However, single global clock distribution to a 3D-SIC can be very challenging and is far
more prone to process and environmental non-idealities, which somewhat limits the scope of 3D-SICs. A
possible solution to this problem is to perform inter-logic-layer communication in 3D-SICs using clock
domain crossing (CDC) techniques. In this paper, we investigate the two classes of CDC techniques; the
semi Quasi Delay Insensitive QDI-based asynchronous and loosely synchronous CDC. In particular, the
paper explores the main challenges faced by these CDC techniques in utilizing through-silicon vias
(TSVs). Representative designs from each technique are used for performing proof of concept electrical
simulations. Our experimental results are expected to facilitate the 3D-SIC logic designers to choose the
most appropriate CDC technique for a given design context. For example, one of the key ﬁndings of this
paper is that although semi QDI-based asynchronous design provides an attractive solution because of
its relaxed constraint on clock distribution network, but it has more timing overhead for TSV failures
than the counterpart loosely synchronous design.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
3D Stacked IC (3D-SIC) technology has recently emerged as a
solution to the interconnect bandwidth bottleneck in conventional
2D-ICs. The multi-layer structure in 3D-SIC [1–4] provides advantages in terms of reduced wire length, less delay, lower power
consumption and higher performance density (performance per
unit area) over their counterpart 2D-ICs [1].
One of the foremost requirements for 3D-SICs is an effective
approach for inter-logic layer communication. This requirement is
usually met by using through-silicon via (TSV), which is a special
interconnect that passes through the substrate and carries electrical signals across the multiple tiers. It is a promising technology
for 3D-SIC integration. However, TSVs become vulnerable because
of fatigue fractures in the micro-bumps due to thermo-mechanical
stress/strain [5] that makes them susceptible to resistive open
defects and may lead to breakdown [6]. Such defects causes the
lower yield of 3D-SIC [7,8] and can leave many 3D-SIC dies cut off
from other dies. Therefore, it has become essential to introduce
some sort of mechanism, which can allocate a recovery path in
case a TSV path breaks. Several such mechanisms are proposed in
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the literature [7,9,10], which help in maintaining the effective
inter-die communication in case of a failure. The most common
mechanism in this regard is based on principle of redundancy.
Although redundant path allocation works for TSV vulnerability
but each redundant TSV allocation scheme has a limited capacity
of fault tolerance [11].
Due to TSV vulnerability and other non-idealities [12–19] in
3D-SICs (such as unavailability of heat sinks for middle tiers, inter
and intra-die process variations), single global clock based design
presents severe challenges [20–24]. Also, 3D-SIC may contain dice
from different vendors leading to heterogeneous systems. It has
also been reported that clock distribution networks in 3D-SICs are
relatively more challenging than 2D-SoCs [25]. One possible
approach to address this problem is to develop two-stage clock
distribution network, a coarse clock network that provides a
reference signal to all the tiers (loosely skew-compensated) and
a ﬁne-grained independent clock distribution network for each
tier. Consequently, CDC techniques to communicate mutually
asynchronous domain become a more evident choice for 3D-SICs
in such two-stage clock distribution network. This leads to the
realization of globally asynchronous and locally synchronous
(GALS) systems [26] in 3D-SICs.
However, traditional clock domain crossing (CDC) techniques
for inter-logic-layer communication in 3D-SICs require a revisit.
TSV anomalies, sequence of various die operations and multitudes
of timing requirements due to heterogeneous systems require re-
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investigation of current CDC techniques in 3D-SIC context. Robust
CDC design is becoming inevitable for the reliable on chip
communication architecture of IP-centric 3D-SICs. This will beneﬁt
future multicore processors, high performance graphical processor
units (GPUs), and application speciﬁc instruction set processors
(ASIP) among others [27–34]. This paper investigates various
challenges associated with the incorporation of two classes of
widely used clock domain crossing techniques in 3D-SICs. The two
CDC techniques include asynchronous interfacing technique and
loosely synchronous interfacing [35,36]. Possible push and pull
channel design scenarios are analyzed for the interfaces using four
phase return-to-zero (RTZ) protocol. Pitfalls of each CDC technique
in 3D-SIC design are elaborated. Furthermore, formal characterizations of failure conditions are made, which can be leveraged by
electronic design and automation (EDA) tools [37–39] for 3D-SIC
designs. For simulation purposes, without losing generality, the
semi quasi-delay insensitive (QDI) protocol based pausible clocking technique is used as a representative technique for the ﬁrst
category (asynchronous interfacing) of CDC technique. In the same
way, self-test self-synchronization (STSS) circuit [40] is used as a
representative technique for the second class of CDC technique
(loosely asynchronous). In this paper, this technique is called as
STSS-based CDC technique, throughout the rest of the paper.
Formal timing characterization is performed for possible failures
in TSVs. Based upon the electrical simulations results of both the
CDC techniques in a 3D-SIC context, the proposed formal characterizations of failure conditions are validated. Furthermore, area,
latency and energy analysis is also performed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
some background information about asynchronous protocols, CDC
techniques and 3D-SIC interconnects. Section 3 describes and
analyzes the architecture, protocol and sequence of operation of
the two representative designs of the CDC techniques in the
context of 3D-SICs. Section 4 provides formal timing characterization of two CDC implementations using TSV failures for inter-logiclayer communication. Section 5 describes functionality and validation of formal characterization through electrical simulations.
Section 6 discusses the TSV failures and their distribution. Finally,
Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Preliminaries
This section provides some background information that is
necessary to understand the rest of the paper.
2.1. Asynchronous channels
Asynchronous channels can be categorized into four different
categories based upon the communication initiation sequence,
data transfer and control signals [41]. The details of these channels
are provided below.
Push Channel: The sender initiates the data request for communication. Based on this action, the receiver responds (Fig. 1(a))
to the request through an acknowledgment signal indicating
whether it is ready to receive data or not.
Pull Channel: The request is initiated by the receiver rather than
the sender. The receiver request for data is responded through an
assertion of data and acknowledgment signal as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Non-put Channel: No data transfer takes place in such channels
(Fig. 1(c)). The sole purpose of such channels is synchronization or
handshaking. Sender sends the request and the receiver acknowledges the request.
Bi-put Channel: This channel allows bi-directional communication of data once the communication is established through an
exchange of control signals. Fig. 1(d) illustrates this kind of channel
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Fig. 1. Asynchronous channels for communication in multiple clock domains.

Table 1
One-of-4 encoding (an example of 1-of-N encoding).
Two bit value

1-of-4 encoding

00
01
10
11

0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

1
0
0
0

where the request is initiated by one of the modules. Once an
acknowledgment signal is asserted then either the module may
send or receive data at different ports.
2.2. Clock domain crossing (CDC) techniques
The CDC techniques can be broadly categorized as asynchronous or loosely synchronous interfaces.
Quasi Delay Insensitive (QDI) Based Asynchronous Protocols: This
class of asynchronous interfaces uses Delay Insensitive (DI) protocols, which depend on data encoding techniques. One-of-N and
dual rail data codes (explained later) are most commonly used to
implement DI-protocols due to their low complexity in encoding
and decoding [42]. There are other kinds of data codes, such as mof-n codes, which are efﬁcient in terms number of bits/data, but
are more complex to implement. QDI-circuits are very similar to
DI-circuits except for a few timing assumptions [42]. In the rest of
this paper we will utilize the term QDI to represent DI-circuits.
One-of-N encoding is like one-hot or cold encoding that has
one bit asserted at a time, out of N bit data transmitted. For N-bit
data, 2N wires are required to transmit these binary values. Hence,
number of wires increases exponentially (2N) with the number of
bits. Table 1 illustrates 1-of-4 encoding as an example of 1-of-N
encoding.
On the other hand, dual rail encoding, sometimes also referred
as 1-of-2 encoding, requires two signals to encode each single bit
of data. For example, for 8-bit data, 16 signals are required to
encode it. For 2-bit data and 1-bit data, both dual rail and 1-of-N
encoding require the same number of wires, i.e., 2 and 4,
respectively. Beyond 2-bit data dual rail requires less number of
wires for data encoding. Table 2 shows the dual rail encoding for
one-bit.
Loosely Synchronous Interface: Another class of CDC techniques
utilizes loosely synchronous interfacing mechanisms that help in
resolving the metastability using synchronization mechanisms.
One such technique is self-tested self-synchronization (STSS)
[40]. In order to cross the clock domain, timing constraints, such
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Table 2
Dual rail encoding.
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Fig. 3. (a) TSVs in 3D-SICs and (b) electrical model of TSV.

Fig. 2. Failure zone concept.

as setup and hold time of registers, are required to be met. Speciﬁc
time duration during which data transition cannot be reliably
sampled is usually stated as failure zone or forbidden zone in the
literature [40] (rest of the paper it is referred as failure zone). Fig. 2
explains the concept of failure zone. Two clock signals CLK1 and
CLK2 and their associated failure zones are shown with shaded
bars in the third row of Fig. 2.
STSS-based CDC technique [40] uses two such clocks which are
1801 out of phase, and if it senses that data transition is falling in
the failure zone then it switches to the second 1801 shifted clock
source. More details about this can be obtained from [40].
If the failure zone duration is TFZ and the period of the clock is
TCLK then the error probability for a particular clock can be found
by using (1), which is the ratio of failure zone time to clock time
period.
P e ¼ T FZ =T CLK :

ð1Þ

2.3. TSVs in 3D-SIC
In 3D-SICs different tiers, which are stacked vertically, need to
communicate. Special vertical interconnects, called as throughsilicon via (TSV), are used for communication purposes. Fig. 3(a) is
a conceptual illustration of TSVs between two different tiers. Fig. 3
(b) is the associated π electrical model of TSV as used in the
reference [43]. RLC extraction of TSV depends on the values of
various physical parameters and modeling technique used to
evaluate the parasitic values [44].
2.4. TSV redundancy
Due to TSV susceptibility to fracture, different redundant TSV
architectures have been proposed in the literature [7,9,10]. These
architectures have different levels of failure tolerance at the
expense of design complexity. Fig. 4 illustrates different TSV
redundancy techniques along with their symbols. After the fabrication, an effuse array [7] is used to test the TSVs. Based upon the
test, effuse array is programmed to input appropriate control
signal to the switches of each redundancy scheme.
One:4 TSV Redundancy [7]: This redundancy technique adds one
extra TSV for group of four TSVs as shown in Fig. 4(a). One: 4 TSV
redundancy can tolerate up to one TSV failure within a group of
four signal carrier TSVs (as shown in Fig. 4(a)). In this conﬁguration, if a signal TSV fails then signal corresponding to that failed

TSV is shifted to the next neighboring TSV and this arrangement is
propagated until it reaches the spare TSV.
Two:4 TSV Redundancy [9]: Another TSV redundancy technique
is based upon 2:4 allocations, where each group of four signals has
two redundant TSVs as shown in Fig. 4(b). The shaded TSVs are
used under normal circumstances. If one of the two top signal
TSVs fails then it is re-routed through the top redundant TSV and
in case one of the bottom two signal TSVs fails then it is re-routed
through the bottom redundant TSV.
Router Based TSV Redundancy [10]: Router based redundancy
approach is proposed in [10] and has been shown in Fig. 4(c). It is
called router based redundant TSV due to the involvement of
routers in redundant path allocation. This technique is different
from earlier two techniques as it is based on the premise that if
one TSV fails then the likelihood of the failure of neighboring TSV
would also increase. So instead of routing failed TSV signal to a
neighboring TSV, it re-routes path to a distant TSV.
Cost of Adding Redundancy: In case a TSV fails then the rerouting of the signal needs to be provided through additional
hardware and control signals. For example in [7] the multiplexers
to choose the routes, are connected to an e-fuse array which can
be programmed by a scan-chain. In [10] the repair strategy
requires additional multiplexers for each signal TSV, and needs
to be programmed either beforehand (using factory setting or
programming non-volatile memory) or by executing self-test upon
system start-up. It is worth mentioning that the runtime of the
proposed repair algorithm is small, and even for large dies it takes
tens of milliseconds [10].

3. Interlayer communication In 3D-SICs multi-clock domain
tiers
This section provides implementation details of two types of
CDC techniques, i.e., semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique
and STSS-based CDC technique, from the perspective of 3D-SICs.
We added the word semi to QDI- circuits, because of the fact that
our interface requires one additional timing assumption, which is
local to the module. Representative designs, from each class of CDC
techniques, are analyzed along with their sequence of operations.
3.1. Semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique
This section provides 3D-SIC implementation details of CDC
technique which uses semi QDI-based asynchronous interface in
conjunction with pausible clocking. Fig. 5 shows one such possible
implementation. There could be other ways to implement the
architecture of Fig. 5, with some minor modiﬁcations and some of
these implementations will be discussed later. This CDC technique
is spread across two logic-tiers communicating with each other as
shown in Fig. 5. At Tier 1, the synchronous sending module (SSM)
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Fig. 5. Architecture of semi QDI-based asynchronous (Rst1 extraction at Tier1) CDC
technique for 3D-SIC.

ACK2

ACK2

Clk1
RS(x)
Req_Rcv

sends the encoded data signals (RS (0) to RS (N  1)) through an
asynchronous DI-interface. At Tier 2, this encoded data is received
by the synchronous receiving module (SRM) Here, the semi QDIbased asynchronous CDC technique uses 1-of-4 data encoding.
However, dual rail encoding can also be utilized as described in
Section 2. One-of-4 encoding can be implemented using various
asynchronous interfaces [45–47]. In this work, we used a modiﬁed
version of GAsP and further details about this are given in [45]. The
asynchronous switching interface on Tier 1 takes data from SSM
and passes it on to the Tier 2. ACK2 signal enables or disables the
switching interface to pass on the data. Data (RR (0) to RR (N-1)) at
Tier 2 is received by SRM .Other components at Tier1 and Tier
2 include ME_S and ME_R, which are called mutually exclusive
elements that in turn control their respective Clk1 and Clk2
signals. At Tier 2, Req_Gen block passes the ready signal from
the receiver side.
As stated earlier, semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique
can have more than one possible implementations. In Fig. 6(a), it is
shown that ACK2 signal is traversed from Tier 2 to Tier 1 and Rst1
pulse is generated at Tier 1. Another possibility is shown in Fig. 6
(b), where the ACK2 signal and Rst1 pulse are both generated at
Tier 2 and traversed over TSV from Tier 2 to Tier 1. The
consequences of these two implementations are further elaborated in Section 4.

Clk2
ACK2
RR(x)
Rst2
Rst1
Fig. 7. Operation of semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique using DI
protocol.

protocol) and ACK2 signals only. Rst1 is generated at Tier 1, as it
can be seen in Fig. 5. The waveform and signal transition graph
(STG) are given in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, to illustrate the main
features of the semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique.
Sequence of events is described below.
3.1.1.1. Idle state requirement. Initially, due to the implementation
of RTZ signaling protocol, all signals at Tier 1 are considered at
logic zero.
3.1.1.2. Data transfer

3.1.1. Sequence of signals
From the 3D-SIC perspective, the semi QDI-based asynchronous
CDC technique is implemented as follows: Tier 1 contains SSM and
the interfacing mechanism along with ME_S and ring oscillator,
whereas Tier 2 contains SRM along with ME_R, Req_Gen block and
ring oscillator. Such placement for 3D-SIC implementation is
beneﬁcial for pull channel based implementations because the
data request is initiated from receiver or the Tier 2 side. It requires
TSV for encoded data signals (using return-to-zero (RTZ) signaling

(a) According to 1-of-N encoding, one RS(x) signal is asserted (1of-N encoding), where x represents any number from 0 to (N1). RS (x) assertion stops the Clk1 signal through ME_S
element.
(b) At Tier 2, assertion of Req_Rcv signal stops Clk2 via the ready
signal. As a result, ME_R sends the ACK2 signal to Tier1, which
is an indication that the receiver is ready to receive data. Prior
to the assertion of ACK2, sender could not send data.
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sequence.

(c) Switching interface is enabled through assertion of ACK2 and
data goes through the switch, passing through the TSVs to
SRM in the form of (RR(x)) signals.

3.1.1.3. Data completion
a) RR(x) signal reception (data completion) on SRM leads to the
generation of Rst2 pulse to bring the Req_Rcv signal down and
release the Clk2.
b) Rst1 pulse, which allows Clk1 to restart, is generated as soon as
completion of the data is acknowledged via the ACK2 signal.

3.1.2. Explanation of state transition graphs (STG)
Two state transition graphs are provided in Fig. 8, to illustrate
how each individual tier works. The signal transitions related to
Tier 1 of Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 8(a). These transitions are described
as follows.
3.1.2.1. Tier 1 STG:. Idle state S10 is the state where all the control
signals at Tier 1 are at logic zero level just like the RTZ (return to
zero) protocol, and Clk1 runs freely (SSM works normally).
Next, the S10 to S11 transition shows the start of data transfer. In the
assertion of RS(x), the data is asserted to pass through the asynchronous switching interface. The Tier 1 transits from S10 to S11. S11 to S12
transition indicates that Clk1 has paused and the sender tier has
stopped. This occurs as a result of assertion of RS(x), which results in
pausing Clk1 through ME_S, and hence stopping the sender end. S12 to
S13 transition causes triggering of the asynchronous interface to
transfer data, courtesy to the assertion of ACK2 signal.
With the S13 to S14 transition, the completion of data transaction
begins. Due to the ACK2 signal assertion, the RR(x) signal is asserted
and Rst1 pulse (shown in Fig. 8(a)) is generated. During the S14 to S10
transition, Tier 1 returns back to its idle state S10, with resetting the RS
(x) data signals and releasing the Clk1 signal (hence the clock pulses
are shown in Fig. 8(a)).

5

3.1.2.2. Tier 2 STG:. Sequence of operations at Tier 2 of Fig. 5 is
shown in Fig. 8(b) with the help of a signal transition graph.
Description of these transitions is as follows: S20 is an idle state,
where all signals are zero until the request for data is received.
Clk2 runs freely hence, SRM works normally at Clk2 signal
frequency. State S20 to S21 transition at Tier 2 indicates that the
request for the data (Req_Rcv) has been received, which is an
indication of SRM in receiving mode.
State transition from S21 to S22 occurs when ACK2 signal gets
asserted as a consequence of the assertion of Req_Rcv, and it
(Req_Rcv) also pauses the Clk2 signal through ME_R block at Tier 2
(shown in Fig. 5). Assertion of RR(x) signal causes S22 to S23
transition that is the corresponding receiver side signal of the
sender data (RS (x)) via asynchronous switching interface. The S23
to S24 state transition indicates that the receiver has received the
data (RR(x)) and the Rst2 pulse is generated through this
received data.
The S24 to S25 transition shows the beginning of the completion
of data transaction, as Rst2 pulse results in the negation of
Req_Rcv signal by resetting the Req_gen block shown in Fig. 5.
The S25 to S20 transition indicates the completion of data transaction as after the negation of Req_Rcv, ACK2 signal is negated and
Clk2 signal is released. Then the SRM (shown in Tier 2 of Fig. 5)
resumes the normal operation.
Performance Perspective: Semi QDI-based asynchronous interfaces discussed in this paper utilize pausible clocking. Pausing the
clock guarantees the unambiguous data transfer, at the expense of
potential decrease in the performance. Various asynchronous
interfaces have been proposed to improve the performance overhead [45–47]. From 3D-SIC perspective it has been reported that
global clock distribution is of signiﬁcant challenge [25]. Secondly,
3D-SIC design accommodates several intellectual properties (IPs)
from different clock domains. An asynchronous interface is a
natural design choice for clock domain crossing (CDC) in IP centric
3D-SICs. So far researchers have not investigated the QDI-based
asynchronous interfaces for CDC from 3D-SIC perspective. One of
the goals of this paper is to investigate the performance overhead
if the QDI-based asynchronous interface is placed at the receiving
Tier or sending Tier. Along with that TSV redundancy can also
affect the timing for the data signal transfer, and energy consumption. Hence, we also examined the efﬁcient TSV redundancy
mechanism for the low performance overhead. This performance
evaluation is illustrated in Section 4.
3.2. STSS-based CDC technique in 3D-SICs
This section provides details on implementation of another
class of CDC technique, i.e., STSS-based CDC technique (a representative design for loosely synchronous technique), to do the
interlayer communication in 3D-SIC. Fig. 9 shows the CDC implementation of STSS-interface.
The number of signals to and from the sender or the receiver is
always equal for this case. In terms of TSV utilization, the STSSbased CDC technique implementation can be implemented either
at the sender or the receiver end. Both cases require equal number
of TSVs. In this particular work, it is implemented on the sender
end. Closer inspection of Fig. 9 shows that only ACK, REQ, CLK and
data signals require TSVs.
3.2.1. Sequence of signals
The sequence of signals for STSS-based CDC technique is
explained (Fig. 10) based on a pull channel implementation, i.e.,
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4. Timing characterization of CDC techniques
This section provides timing characterization of CDC techniques, which are implemented using TSVs for the case of both pull
and push channels. TSV failure can lead to added delays because of
redundant hardware required to cope with this failure and our
analysis also caters for that. It is assumed in the explanation of TSV
failures for both semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC and STSSbased CDC that the failed TSV paths are re-routed through the next
redundant TSVs. This assumption is valid for all the TSV redundancy architectures discussed in Section 2.4.
4.1. Semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC (pull channel) technique

Valid Data

Fig. 10. Operation of STSS-based CDC technique.

request (REQ) is initiated from the receiver, which is on Tier 2 as
shown in Fig. 9. The acknowledgment (ACK) signal is asserted by
the sender side in response to the receiver request (REQ) signal.
Data transfer asserts ACK signal.
On Tier 2, the data is received and ACK is negated, which
indicates that the data has been received. REQ and ACK signals are
negated to complete the data transaction using 4-phase RTZ
(return to zero) protocol. This sequence of operations is illustrated
in Fig. 10 through waveforms; the arrows represent causality
among the signals. The protocol of STSS-based CDC technique
(Fig. 9) is described using state transition graph for the whole
system.
As shown in Fig. 11, the assertion of REQ signal indicates that
the receiver at Tier 2 is ready to receive data and the state
transition occurs between S0 and S1. The transition from state S1
to S2 shows that sender asserts the data in response to request
signal.
After the assertion of data, the ACK signal also gets asserted
from the sender side (Tier 1), as an indication of valid data and the
sender transits from state S2 to S3. The system is brought back to
idle state S0, with the negation of REQ, ACK and DATA signals at
the completion of data transfer.
Performance Perspective: Any loosely synchronous based CDC
technique (e.g. STSS-based CDC technique) is attractive for the IP
centric 3D-SICs where two or more IPs have the same clock source
with unknown phase difference. The performance of such techniques is a strong function of FIFO depth. Choosing an optimum size
of the FIFO depth has two major effects. First, FIFO memory access
time, i.e. if buffer capacity is not ﬁne-tuned then we may face
unnecessary idle periods of time. Secondly, the hardware overhead
involved with the introduction of FIFO buffers. In a 3D-SIC there
are more parameters to be considered for such CDC interface,
including whether such synchronizer should be placed at sending
Tier or receiving Tier, and what sort of TSV redundancy solution
leads to lesser performance overhead. Therefore, this paper undertakes the timing constraint analysis of STSS interface for different
possible scenarios to ascertain the reliable exchange of data
between the clock domains in 3D-SICs. It is discussed in Section 4.

As explained earlier, the data request is initiated from receiver
side in pull channel. Explanation provided in Section 3, on the
operation of semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique is also
based on pull channel.
Here, timing characterization explanation of semi QDI-based
asynchronous CDC technique is based on the ﬁrst option of Rst1
pulse extraction, i.e., at Tier 1 (Fig. 6(a)). Extraction of Rst1 at Tier1
saves the TSV required to transfer Rst1 signal across two
different tiers.
4.1.1. Data (RR(x)) TSV failure
Semi QDI-based asynchronous interface uses 1-of-N, m-of-n or
dual rail data encoding technique. All of these encoding techniques
allow one or few (m signals in m-of-n encoding) asserted data
signals and the rest of the signals are negated (a requirement of
RTZ signaling). To facilitate explanation, it is assumed that all the
signals are active high. In 3D-SICs, the RR(x) signals are carried
over TSVs, and if one of those TSVs fails then following three cases
may arise:
(i) Zero (Negated Signal) carrying TSV fails and failed TSV does
not affect the path of logic ‘1’ (asserted signal) carrying TSV.
(ii) Zero (Negated Signal) carrying TSV fails and failed TSV does
affect the path of logic ‘1’ (asserted signal) carrying TSV.
(iii) Logic ‘1’ (Asserted Signal) carrying TSV fails.
The ﬁrst case lead to no failure or incremental delay as logic ‘1’
carrying TSV is physically not affecting the signal carrying path.
The other two cases affect the signal carrying path and can
affect the timing characteristics of the design. However, our
analysis shows that the protocol still remains valid.
It can be seen in Fig. 12 that due to the TSV redundant paths,
the data received at the receiver end (RR(x)) is delayed (shown
with the dotted lines in Fig. 12). Consequently, Rst2 pulse is
delayed, which causes delay in ACK2 signal negation. Negation
(RTZ) of ACK2 signal indicates the successful completion of the
data transaction.
4.1.2. Control signal TSV failure
In Fig. 5, it is considered that the switching interface is placed
at Tier1. So the only control signal utilizing TSV is the ACK2 signal.
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Clk1
RS(x)

Clk1
RS(x)

Req_Rcv

Req_Rcv

Clk2

ACK2

Clk2

ACK2

RR(x)

RR(x)

Rst2

Rst2

Rst1

Rst1

DATA RR(x) TSV Failure

Control (ACK2) & DATA (RR(x))TSV Failure

Fig. 12. Semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique if data RR(x) carrying
TSV fails.

Fig. 14. Effect of control and data (RR(x)) signal TSV failure on QDI protocol.

Clk 1

Clk1

RS(x)

RS(x)

Req_Rcv
Clk2

Req_Rcv
Clk2

ACK2
RR(x)

ACK2
RR(x)

Rst 2
Rst1
Control (ACK2)TSV Failure
Fig. 13. Semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique if ACK2 signal TSV fails.

Rst2
Rst1
ACK2 TSV Failure
Fig. 15. Semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique ACK2 signal TSV failure lead
to malfunctioning.

The failure of which may lead to some delay (Fig. 13) in signal
propagation due to TSV redundancy techniques.
This leads to extra delay and added timing constraints for
completing the data transaction in the hardware, shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 13 shows the new timing constraints with dotted lines if ACK2
signal TSV fails.
It can be seen from the ﬁgure that due to the delay in ACK2
signal, the RR(x) data transaction started at a later time instant.
Subsequently, the completion of the data transaction is delayed. It
is worth mentioning here that this increment in the delay does not
lead to any malfunctioning of the protocol.

4.1.3. Both data (RR(x)) and control signal TSV failure
The worst case possibility is that both data (RR(x)) and control
signal TSVs fail simultaneously (Fig. 14). As in the case with
isolated failures of data or control signals, the worst case TSV
failures also cause delay in operation only, without introducing
any malfunctioning, because of interdependency of data and
control signals in QDI-protocol.
Fig. 14 shows effects of both data and control signal TSV
failures. It shows that the failure of ACK2 signal delays RR
(x) signal, which is further delayed due to data TSV failure. Delay
of both data and control signals adds up and results in late
generation of Rst1 and Rst2 pulses.
As discussed in Section 3, another option to implement this
interface for 3D-SIC is to extract Rst1 pulse at Tier 2 and traverse
both ACK2 and Rst1 signal through two different TSVs. Following

timing analysis discusses timing analysis for such a case. It can be
noticed that data signal TSV failure scenario remains unchanged.
Therefore only control signal failure scenario is explained next.
Control Signal Failure Scenario for the implementation shown in
Fig. 6(b), leads to malfunctioning: When the TSV corresponding to
the ACK2 signal fails then the redundant TSV allocation would
require additional time to traverse the control signal. In such a
case (Fig. 15), QDI-protocol does not allow data to pass on from RS
(x) to RR(x) until ACK2 signal reaches Tier 1, which enables the
switching interface.
However, if only ACK2 signal fails then it is possible that Rst1
signal reaches Tier 1 before ACK2 signal. Hence this condition can
violate the asynchronous protocol conditions, which in turn causes
data loss if not addressed at the design time. Fig. 15 illustrates this
phenomenon where RR(x) is not received due to an additional
delay in ACK2 signal (due to TSV failure), resulting in a premature
reset of sender data and hence causing data loss (no activity on RR
(x) signal).
4.2. Timing analysis of QDI-based asynchronous interface CDC
technique
As shown above that although redundant path allocation
techniques are available but TSV failures may affect the overall
operation of system in various ways, such as increase in delay and
possibility of erroneous operation. Hence, this section provides
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timing analysis of the scenario discussed in Section 4.1 so that
timing bounds can be deﬁned for successful operation.
In Fig. 5, the semi QDI based asynchronous CDC technique, the
RR(x) and ACK2 (control signal) signals are transferred through the
TSVs. On careful inspection it can be seen that the critical path in
Fig. 5 is the path from request generation at Tier 2 to the ﬁnal
reception of RR(x) via generation of ACK2 (assuming no clock
pausing at receiver) and passing through the asynchronous switch
(shown as interfacing mechanism in Fig. 5). This path is the
longest path from request generation to data reception. It is
assumed that RS(x) (Fig. 5) is available at data lines (i.e. data is
ready to be sent). Any delay on this path can delay interface
operation and hence will require the clock to pause. If TTRANSACTION
indicates the complete latency of the path then the total delay of
the critical path can be shown as follows:

4.2.2. Possibility 2 (malfunctioning): Rst1 extraction at Tier 2
(Fig. 6(b)):
Rst1 extraction at Tier 2 (Fig. 6(b)) requires an extra TSV for the
Rst1 signal to travel from Tier 2 to Tier 1. Consequences of data
signal failures would remain the same as described above. However, there could be malfunctioning in some combinations of
control signal failures.
This possibility (Fig. 6(b)) considers the case when ACK2 and
Rst1 signals are passing through separate TSVs. If the TSV for the
ACK2 fails then data will not be traversed from RS(x) to RR(x) until
ACK2 signal reaches Tier 1 to enable switching interface. Catastrophically, it is possible that Rst1 reaches earlier than ACK2, which
subsequently resets SSM to next data value, resulting in data loss.
To overcome this possibility, physical design engineers need to
check timing bound on these signals mentioned in inequality (6).

T TRANSACTION ¼ T Req_Rcv  to  ACK2 þ T ACK2  to  RRðxÞ þ T SRM  SU

T Rst1 4 T ACK2

ð2Þ

where TSRM-SU represents the setup time of the SRM register,
interval TReq_Rcv-to-ACK2 is the delay from the assertion of Req_Rcv
signal to the assertion of ACK2 signal and TACK2-to-RR(x) shows the
delay between the assertion of ACK2 signal to the availability at
the input of SRM.
It can be seen that (2) does not consider the TSV failure
scenario. TSV failures introduce some redundancy hardware
related delays. As discussed in Section 4.1, there may be three
possible TSV failure cases for each possibility of Rst1 signal
extraction implementation, shown in Fig. 6, which are discussed
as follows:

4.2.1. Possibility 1: Rst1 extraction at Tier1 (Fig. 6(a))
Data RR(x) TSV Failure: Failure of data RR(x) signal TSV can lead
to three cases (Section 4.1) based on delay effects. Case I: Logic ‘1’
carrying TSV path remains unaffected when zero carrying TSV
fails. Thus, Eq. (2) remains the same.
Case II and III: TSV failure occurs in a TSV that carries the logic
‘1’ or ‘0’ and then redundancy hardware introduces extra latency
in the TACK-to-RR(X) parameter. TTRANSACTION-POS1 represents the
critical path delay for the case of data TSV failure (Fig. 12), for
possibility 1 and is shown in (3). In this equation, the extra delay
(TNEXT1) due to data carrying TSV failure is added in the parameter
TACK-to-RR(X).
T TRANSACTION  POS1  DATA ¼ T Req_Rcv  to  ACK2
þ fT ACK2  to  RRðxÞ þ T NEXT1 g þ T SRM  SU

ð3Þ

Control Signal TSV Failure: Failure of control signal TSV also results
in additional delay. The only control signal that traverses across
the tiers in possibility 1 of Fig. 5 is ACK2. It can be seen in (4) that
data transaction duration (TTRANSACTION-POS1-CONTROL) due to delay of
ACK2 signal TSV failure, where Req_Rcv signal to ACK2 signal
duration has increased by TNEXT2, which is caused by TSV failure.
Eq. (4) represents the scenario shown in Fig. 13.


T TRANSACTION  POS1_CONTROL ¼ T Req_Rcv  to  ACK2 þ T NEXT2
þ T ACK2  to  RRðxÞ þ T SRM  SU

ð4Þ

Both Data (RR(x)) and Control Signal TSV Failure: Both control and
data signal TSVs may fail concurrently. In that case, the delays of
both data and control signal TSV failures add up as explained in
Fig. 14, and mathematically can be shown as (5):


T TRANSACTION  POS1_JOINT ¼ T Req_Rcv  to  ACK2 þ T NEXT2


þ T ACK2  to  RRðxÞ þT NEXT1 þT SRM  SU

ð6Þ

where TRst1 and TACK2 represent the respective times for Rst1 and
ACK2 (Fig. 5) signals to traverse from Tier 2 to Tier 1. The best
option is to transmit both of these signals through one TSV as
shown in Fig. 5. Otherwise, timing constraint in (6) must be
fulﬁlled to avoid malfunctioning.
4.3. Pull channel: STSS-based CDC technique
As explained earlier, in this paper the representative circuit for
loosely synchronous CDC technique is based on the STSS [40]
circuit with the addition of a FIFO [48]. In this section timing
analysis is provided for STSS-based CDC technique, in case of TSV
failures, when they are used as a pull channel.
4.3.1. DATA-signal-carrying TSV failure
In the STSS-based CDC technique, no data encoding is used.
Data and control signals are transferred using TSVs across the tiers
(Fig. 9). Fig. 16 shows DATA-signal-carrying TSV failures. This
failure leads to the delay added in DATA signal transmission, i.e.,
delay in traversing data signals (dotted lines) is increased. Delay in
data lines, causes delay in the assertion of ACK signal. Consequently, the negation of REQ and ACK signals also gets delayed.
4.3.2. Control-signal TSV failure
In the STSS-based CDC technique, two control signals, i.e., REQ
and ACK, control the data trafﬁc between Tier 1 and Tier 2 (Fig. 9).
There are three cases of the control-signal-carrying-TSV failures,
which are further described below. These cases lead to modiﬁed
timing equations due to the additional delay incurred by the TSV
redundancy hardware. However, it is observed that the protocol
remains valid and leads to no malfunctioning.
(i) REQ signal carrying TSV failure
Fig. 17 shows failure in the REQ-signal-carrying-TSV. The
failed TSV is re-routed to the next redundant TSV, which
causes the additional delay. Consequently, assertion of all the

CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

DATA TSV Failure
ð5Þ

Fig. 16. Effect of data-signal-carrying-TSV failures on STSS-based CDC technique.
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subsequent signals, REQ, ACK and Data is delayed. Fig. 17
illustrates the normal timing behavior using solid lines, and
dotted lines represent the additional delay due to the TSV
failure. Causality are shown for the delayed signals only.
(ii) ACK signal carrying TSV failure
Fig. 18 shows the TSV failures associated with the ACK signal
and their effect on the operation of the STSS-based CDC
technique.
In the case of failure of the ACK signal carrying TSV, the ACK
signal gets delayed due to the redundant path allocation to
the failed TSV, which further adds delays in the negation of
REQ and DATA signals. All the signals shown with dotted lines
in Fig. 18 represent the delayed signal.
(iii) REQ and ACK signal carrying TSV failure
Both REQ and ACK signal carrying TSVs can fail concurrently. In
Fig. 19, the dotted lines show the effect due to REQ and ACK signal
TSVs failure.
The REQ signal TSV failure causes delay in assertion of the DATA
and ACK signals. REQ, ACK and DATA signals are negated later due
to ACK signal TSV failure. Thus, two delays are observed; one due
to the REQ signal carrying TSV failure and second due to the ACK
signal carrying TSV failure.
4.3.3. Control and DATA signal failures
The worst possibility is encountered when both the DATA and
the control signal carrying TSVs fail simultaneously as illustrated
in Fig. 20.
Where the dotted line shows the effect of REQ, ACK and DATA
signal carrying TSVs failure. The delay due to the DATA TSV failure
has the addition of previous two failure delays, i.e., REQ and ACK
signal TSVs failure delays. So, three TSV failure delays are incorporated in the DATA signal.
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CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA
Valid Data

Control Signals TSV Failures
Fig. 19. Combined effect of ACK and REQ signal TSV failure effects on protocol of
STSS-based CDC technique.

CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

TSV Failures; REQ,ACK & DATA
Fig. 20. DATA and control signals TSVs failure effects on STSS-based CDC technique.

REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

Valid Data

Delayed Data
4.4. Push channel: STSS-based CDC technique
Fig. 21. Possible malfunctioning due to premature negation of ACK signal.

As stated earlier that for push channel, the protocol for the
STSS-based CDC technique remains the same, with the exception
of the direction of request generation. Therefore, REQ signal is
generated from the Tier 1 (the sender side) and Tier 2 (Fig. 9)

CLK

sends the ACK signal (the receiver side). For push channel STSSbased CDC, the only change is made in the control signals
directions. Therefore, the TSVs failure effects on push channel
STSS-based CDC technique signals will remain the same as that of
pull chanel STSS-based CDC technique. Detailed analysis of pull
chanel STSS-based CDC has already been described in Section 4.3.

REQ
4.5. Malfunctioning scenarios in STSS-based CDC technique

ACK
DATA

Valid Data

REQ TSV Failure
Fig. 17. REQ signal TSV failure consequences on STSS-based CDC technique.

CLK
REQ
ACK
DATA

Valid Data

ACK TSV Failure
Fig. 18. ACK signal carrying TSV failure in STSS-based CDC technique.

In Section 4.3, we observed that TSV failures in Data and
Control signals lead to no data corruption as long as the worst
case timing delays are identiﬁed and followed carefully. However,
our analysis suggests that the STSS-based CDC technique may run
into malfunctioning scenario and make the protocol invalid. It is
illustrated in Fig. 21 and explained as follows.
Premature ACK negation (data TSV failure): Fig. 21 explains a
malfunctioning scenario, when some of the TSVs carrying DATA
signals fail. Speciﬁc DATA lines corresponding to failed TSV are
delayed, if no proper mechanism is applied to check the completeness of data, the ACK signal may negate prematurely. This is
because the REQ signal is negated as soon as the ACK signal is
asserted. De-assertion of the REQ signal also de-asserts the ACK
signal. Consequently, due to premature negation of the ACK signal,
the delayed DATA gets corrupted, which is elaborated by the
shaded region in Fig. 21.
In Fig. 21, it is shown that data from previous transaction is not
negated (shaded portion), while the REQ is asserted for the next
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data transaction. Hence, the receiver may erroneoulsy consider the
existing data on the data lines as the data of next transaction.

In Eq. (8), TDELAY, TDELAY1 and TDELAY2 represent delays introduced
due to failure in TSVs carrying REQ, DATA and ACK signals,
respectively. All three cases have been highlighted in Figs. 16–20.

4.6. Timing analysis of STSS based CDC technique
This section elaborates the timing analysis for the STSS-based
CDC technique. It is shown in Fig. 9 that the REQ, ACK and DATA
signals are transferred through TSVs for the STSS-based CDC
technique. For the data transaction, it has also been assumed that
incoming data of different clock domains is synchronized with the
help of the STSS-interface (Tier 1, Fig. 9). Data is written in the FIFO
(Fig. 9) and the receiver can request/read the data at any instant of
time. Once data transaction completes, both REQ and ACK signals
are negated from their respective sides. Any delay in the data
transaction sequence causes the delay in interface operation.
Timing constraints of the data transfer path in STSS-based CDC
technique (Fig. 9) are illustrated in (7), which assumes a pull
channel.
T TRANSFER ¼ T REQ  to  DATA þ T DATA  to  ACK þ T ACK  to  REQ


þ max T REQ  to  ACK ; T REQ  to  DATA

ð7Þ

In Eq. (7), TTRANSFER shows the time required for one complete data
transaction as seen by the receiver, i.e., from the time receiver sees
the assertion of the REQ signal to the ﬁnal negation of the DATA
signal. TREQ-to-DATA represents the time duration, that receiver
(Fig. 9) sees once it initiates the REQ signal and gets back the
asserted DATA signal. TDATA-to-ACK is the duration observed at the
receiver, from DATA signal assertion to ACK signal assertion. The
third term, TACK-to-REQ, represents the time duration seen at the
receiver side (Fig. 9), from assertion of ACK signal to negation of
REQ signal. TREQ-to-ACK and TREQ-to-DATA shows the time duration
measured at the receiver end from the negation of REQ signal to
ACK and DATA signal negation, respectively. For the worst case
analysis, maximum time duration from the negation of REQ signal
to ACK and DATA signal negation is taken into consideration.
In case of a failure in TSV causing delay in data transaction can
be represented with (8). TTRANSFER-JOINT represents new timing
constraint for the data transaction, in case of failures in the REQ,
ACK and DATA carrying TSVs.


T TRANSFER  JOINT ¼ T REQ  to  DATA þ T DELAY1 þ fT DATA  to  ACK þ T DELAY2 g


þ T ACK  to  REQ þ max T REQ  to  ACK ; T REQ  to  DATA
þ T DELAY

ð8Þ

5. Simulation results
In order to verify our analysis we performed electrical simulations
using IHP microelectronics 90nm libraries. Both of CDC techniques, i.
e., the semi QDI-based asynchronous and STSS are simulated. For
semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique we used GAsP asynchronous interface [45] as the switching mechanism for simulation
purposes. We obtained a maximum operational frequency of about
1.2 GHz while on the other hand; it was found that the STSS-based
CDC technique operates at a maximum frequency of 500 MHz due to
the limitations in synchronization delay.
For simulation purposes, the electrical model of TSV is used, as
explained in Section 2.3, to simulate the effect of inter-tier
communication as seen in Figs. 5 and 9. TSV parasitic values
depend on various geometrical factors, such as length, diameter,
and metal characteristics of TSV. In our case, we assumed, in
accordance with the guidelines of ITRS 2013, a TSV of 6μm in
diameter, 20 μm in length, oxide thickness of 120 nm and 10 μm
pitch distance. Using the state-of-the-art empirical analysis based
model from reference [49], the following parasitic RLC values are
obtained R¼12.89 mΩ, C ¼9.807 fF and L¼ 5.816 pH.
Fig. 22 provides simulation results of the semi QDI-based
asynchronous CDC technique (Fig. 5), according to the delay
insensitive protocol as detailed in Section 3. Simulation waveforms, shown in Fig. 22, are shown for the case of no TSV failure. It
shows an overall time of 750 ps for one data transaction and
power consumption of 2.75 mW with energy of 14.17 mJ for four
bit data transaction as illustrated in ﬁrst row of Table 3. The second
row of Table 3 shows power consumption of 2.78 mW, 10.51 mJ of
energy and 1.03 ns latency for STSS-based CDC technique. Energy
delay and power delay product of both the CDC techniques have
also been calculated.
In terms of the basic three parameters, i.e., power, energy and
delay, both CDC techniques seem quite similar. But if the energy
delay and power delay products are calculated, then the semi QDIbased asynchronous CDC technique comes out to be marginally
better.
As mentioned in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, TSV failures lead towards
delay in operation. These failures include the failure of the data
(RR) signals and control signals. Both data and control signals
failures demonstrate worst case, because of double failures causing incremental delays. Intentional failures are introduced in TSVs
carrying these two categories of signals (data and control) to
validate the claim in Section 4 about the semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique. Using the parasitic (RLC) values mentioned in the beginning of Section 5, electrical simulations are
performed to obtain the additional delay caused due to TSVs
failures. Here it is worth mentioning that the timing relationship

Table 3
Measurement of three basic parameters of CDC techniques in 3D-SICs for 4-bit data
transaction.

Fig. 22. Simulation of semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique in 3D-SICs (the
values indicated by arrow shows the normal operational dealyþ added delay due to
TSV failure).

S.
CDC technique
no.

Power
(mW)

Energy
(mJ)

Delay
(ns)

Power-delay
Energyproduct
delay
product(pJs) (pWs)

1

2.75

14.17

0.75

10.63

2.06

2.78

10.51

1.03

10.82

2.86

2

Semi QDI-based
asynchronous
CDC
STSS-based CDC
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for a complex RLC circuit is a function of ðC=IÞdv and ðL=vÞdi. TSV
redundancy makes the derivation of the timing delay further
complicated. Because redundancy requires additional delays from
the overhead of the redundancy techniques, such as delays from
the switches and multiplexers. To obtain the numerical values for
the delay, we simulated the complete arrangement of CDC technique along with 1:4 TSV redundancy [7] technique. It is observed
that for semi-QDI technique the additional delay due to redundancy path is 106 ps more than without the activation of redundant path. Simulation waveforms of semi QDI-based asynchronous
CDC for failures in data and control signal TSVs is shown in Fig. 22.
Control signal TSV failure introduced a delay of 106 ps (Eq. (4)),
validating our previous claim regarding the control signal failures
(Section 4.2). Whereas, DATA (RR) carrying TSV failure added a
delay of about 153 ps (Eq. (3)). Both ACK2 and DATA (RR) signal
carrying TSV failure at same time resulted in a delay of 259 ps (Eq.
(5)) as mentioned in Table 4.
The usage of TSV redundancies to cope with the resistive open
defects, such as 2:4 [9] and router based [10] TSV redundancies,
provides more TSV failure tolerance but at the cost of increased
overhead delays as compare to 1:4 TSV redundancy [7]. For the
further detailed statistical analysis about TSV failure distribution
one may refer to [50].
As a ﬁrst step towards the simulation of the loosely synchronous CDC technique, failure zone of STSS [40] circuitry is obtained
to be about 70 ps. Plugging failure zone and clock time period in
Eq. (1) (Section 2), the error probability of .035 is achieved. FIFO, as
described in [48], is added to simulate the 3D-SIC environment
shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 23 illustrates the simulation waveforms of the
loosely synchronous CDC. Simulation results are according to
protocol as described in Fig. 10. Time for one data transaction
comes out to be 1.03 ns as reported in Table 3.
Simulation of the worst case, i.e., both data and control signal
carrying TSVs failure, has been performed using 1:4 TSV redundancy [7]. One: 4 TSV redudancy [7] can tolerate one failed TSV per
cell. Penalties due to the failure of the REQ, ACK and both REQ and
QCK signals have been found to be 11 ps, 8 ps and 19 ps, respectively. Data signal TSV failure causes 15 ps of delay (Eq. (8)).
Overall, timing penalty (Eq. (8)) comes out to be 34 ps (Row 3,
Table 4). Operational delays in STSS-based CDC technique will
increase in case 2:4 [9]or router based TSV redundancy [10] is used
instead of 1:4 TSV redundancy[7].
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Using redundant TSVs causes the delay but sometimes delay
may add upto signiﬁcant level or operation sequence may lead
towards malfunctioning in circuit operation as detailed in Section
4.5. This scenario is simulated and illustrated in Fig. 24.
Fig. 24 shows the case when ACK signal is negated prematurely
from the receiver side without realizing that data is delayed and
not received completely. It caused the malfunctioning in system as
the delayed data has not been transferred completely while the
REQ and ACK signal terminated (shown with the help of circle in
Fig. 24). Hence, it invalidates the protocol and lead to the
malfunctioning scenarios due to premature negation of control
signal.
In Table 5 area of both of the CDC techniques has been
reported, variables X1–X4, Y1–Y4 and T1–T4 represents the least
area consumed by PMOS, NMOS and overall for four different cases
(in four rows of Table 5). The bold italicized values in Table 5 are
normalized over the least values. In general, the semi QDI-based
asynchronous CDC design requires lesser area overhead over the
STSS-based CDC for lower number of bits (Table 5). As the number
of bits increased (third and fourth row in Table 5), the STSS-based
CDC becomes more advantageous.

6. Discussion
TSV failures are often caused by either resistive open [51] or
resistive short defects [52]. These defects may occur during the
fabrication of TSVs or stacking together the multiple dies in 3DSICs.
Resistive Short Defects: TSVs may get shorted to the substrate
which in turn provides an alternative path to the signal passing
through the TSV [53]. Such a defect is called as resistive short
defect and it causes signal strength to decrease. Other possibilities
that can cause the resistive short defects include presence of the
impurity in TSV material [54], impurity leading to defect during
the TSV thermal cycling test [55] and non uniformity of TSVs
because of inappropriate formation of the TSVs [56]. In all the
cases related to short defects the manifested shortcoming is the
weakening of the signal strength due to lesser current, however, to
the best of our knowledge resistive short defects do not result in
complete signal blockage.

Table 4
Timing overhead due to TSV failure.
S.
CDC technique
no.

Control signal
TSV failure (ps)

Data signal TSV Both signals
failure (ps)
TSV failure
(ps)

1

106

153

259

19

15

34

2

Semi QDI-based
asynchronous CDC
STSS-based CDC

Fig. 24. Malfunctioning scenario of STSS-based CDC technique in 3D-SICs.

Table 5
Hardware overhead of CDC techniques.
Case

1-bit
4-bit
8-bit
16-bit
Fig. 23. Simulation of STSS -based CDC technique in 3D-SICs.

Semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC

STSS-based CDC

PMOS

NMOS

Total

PMOS

NMOS

Total

X1
X2
1.25X3
1.19X4

Y1
Y2
Y3
1.03Y4

T1
T2
1.15T3
1.14T4

1.37X1
1.12X2
X3
X4

1.66Y1
1.25Y2
1.07Y3
Y4

1.44T1
1.16T2
T3
T4
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Resistive Open Defects: On the other hand resistive open defects
occur during wafer to wafer or die to die stacking of multiple tiers.
This can lead to a disconnection [5], misalignment [57], brittle
fracture [58] or a micro-bump [59] between TSVs and bonding
pads. As a result, dies cut off from each other and yield of 3D-SICs
decreases. The resistive open defects can lead to complete disconnection between TSVs and respective bonding pads. Hence
results in a complete blockage of the signal transfer through
the TSV.
In case of the resistive short defects the signal strength is
degraded which can be sensed and ampliﬁed by utilizing the sense
circuitry [53,60–62] but in open defects, one end of TSV acts as
ﬂoating [51] with no clue that what type of signal is being carried
(logic high or low). Open defects presents severe challenges [63]
and have gained attention of researchers in the recent past
[51,64,65].
Failure distribution: To cope with the TSV open defects,
researchers introduced different TSV redundancy techniques
[7,9,10]. In this section we are providing a ﬁrst order approximation of how probability of failure of an individual TSV would affect
the overall probability of failure of the redundant system. For the
ease of analysis we are assuming that there are ‘S’ signals in the
overall 3D-SIC and ‘R’ redundant TSVs. The probability of an
individual TSV to fail is assumed to be ‘p’. The failure probability
of ‘x’ faulty TSVs spread in all the cells throughout the 3D-SIC is
traditional considered to be distributed binomially [7,62], and can
be written as follows:


SþR
P ðX ¼ x Þ ¼
px ð1  pÞðS þ R  xÞ
ð9Þ
x
where P(X ¼x) represents failure of x TSVs spread throughout the
3D-SIC. In (9), S þR represents the total number of TSVs; (SþR) can
be replaced by the ‘T’ as shown in (10).
 
T
ð10Þ
P ðX ¼ x Þ ¼
px ð1  pÞðT  xÞ
x

0.1 to 0.15, then the possibility of failure is still very low, i.e.,
probability of failure of 100 TSVs or more is in the range of
4  10  11 and 2  10  3 for p ¼0.1 and 0.15, respectively. However
Fig. 26 shows that this probability increases signiﬁcantly if p ¼0.2.
The above discussion shows that depending on the knowledge
of probability of individual failure of TSV designers may choose a
particular TSV redundancy technique to suit their needs.
Failed TSVs distributed across the total number of TSVs: Failed TSV
distribution can be understood as number of failed/defected TSVs
distributed across the total number of TSVs carrying the data
signals. Effective redundant TSVs per cell, Rdi/cell, is a parameter
deﬁned in one of our prior works [50], which represents the
average number of redundant TSVs available per cell in a TSVarchitecture. This parameter takes into consideration several
possibilities of data signal distribution within a 3D-SIC using TSV
redundancy method. For a particular clock domain crossing (CDC)
technique a statistical analysis is performed for possible cases of
redundant TSV distribution within the architecture and results
were reported in [50].

7. Conclusions and future work
Two main CDC techniques in 3D-SICs have been studied in this
paper. Guidelines are provided for the placement of different
components at different logic layers of 3D-SIC with justiﬁcation
of data signals, control signals and TSVs requirement. This incorporation suggests how CDC techniques can be adapted in 3D
environment. Semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique
requires a local clock on each tier regardless of the communicating
frequencies, whereas the STSS-based CDC technique is more
suitable with global clock distribution network.
Detailed timing characterization of TSV failures, for both CDC
techniques, is provided based upon asynchronous channels analysis, i.e., push and pull channels. Effects of each failure scenario on

The cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) for the
various numbers of faulty TSVs ‘x’ can be represented by (11).
Z cumulative ¼

xX
¼T

 
T

x¼0

x

px ð1  pÞðT  xÞ

ð11Þ

To understand the effect of faulty TSVs on the overall 3D-SIC we
consider the following example. Consider a 3D-SIC with 100 cells
utilizing 1:4 TSV redundancy technique. If each cell can tolerate up
to one TSV failure, then the system will only fail if there are more
than 2 failure occurs in at least one of the cells. This phenomenon
is elaborated in Figs. 25 and 26. Where it shows that if the
probability of failure of an individual TSV cell is varied from

Fig. 26. Distribution of faulty TSVs (x) when p ¼0.2.

Fig. 25. Distribution of faulty TSVs (x) when p ¼0.1 and 0.5.
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protocol are elaborated, and mathematical equations are obtained
for normal operation and in the case of TSV failures. These cases
are validated through simulation results. It is observed that the
semi QDI-based asynchronous CDC technique resulted in more
timing overhead, but is also more tolerant to malfunctioning. On
the other hand, the STSS-based CDC technique came up with low
timing overhead in the case of TSV failures, but it is more
susceptible to malfunctioning. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work towards CDC technique implementation
in 3D-SIC environment.
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